
Coordinate plane REVIEW NOTES 
- A coordinate plane is formed by the intersection of two number lines called 

axes. 

o Your horizontal line is called your x- axis 

With 0 in the center, your positive x-coordinates are to the right 

and negative x-coordinates to the left 

o Your vertical line is called your y-axis 

With 0 in the center, your positive y-coordinates are to the up and 

negative y-coordinates to the down 

- * The point in which both axes meet is called your origin and is (0,0) 

- *Coordinates or points are always written (x, y) which shows the distance and 

direction from the origin 

- Your two axes break your coordinate plane into 4 quadrants, starting in your 

top right and going counter clockwise. 

o Quadrant I has both positive coordinates (+,+) 

o Quadrant II has a negative x and a positive y ( -, +) 

o Quadrant III has both negative coordinates ( -, -) 

o Quadrant IV has a positive x and negative y ( +, - ) 

o *If one of the coordinates are 0 then the point lies on the opposite axis 

In other words: 
Your coordinate plane has a horizontal number line—x-axis 
and a vertical number line—y-axis with the origin in the middle 
where they meet at (0,0). 
Each point is named by the coordinate of two numbers written in the 
order(x,y) telling the location from the origin. 
The coordinate plane is broken into 4 quadrants 
Quad I – top right, Quad II - top left, Quad III – bottom left & Quad IV 
– bottom right 
When determining the location of a point or when plotting a point, 
we always start from the origin—where both axes meet (0,0) 

o You always count/move left (-) or right (+) first depending on 

the x-coordinate. Then you move/count up (+) or down (-) 
depending on our y-coordinate. 
If one of the coordinate is 0 then we do not move, and we remain on 
the axis. 
If two or more points have the same coordinate in common then 
they form a vertical or horizontal line at that point on either axis 


